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Abstract
We define the notion of disk-obedience for a set of disks in the plane and give results for diskobedient graphs (DOGs), which are disk intersection graphs (DIGs) that admit a planar embedding with vertices inside the corresponding disks. We show that in general it is hard to recognize
a DOG, but when the DIG is thin and unit (i.e., when the disks are unit disks), it can be done
in linear time.
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1

A Concise Introduction to Disk-Obedience

Consider a set of disks in the plane. The disk intersection graph (DIG) induced by the set
has a vertex for every disk and an edge between two vertices whose disks intersect. We
will often identify the DIG vertices with the disks that induce the graph, and speak, e.g.,
about “disks of the DIG”. An embedding of the DIG assigns a location in the plane for each
vertex of the DIG; the graph edges are straight-line segments connecting their endpoints. An
embedding is planar if the edges do not intersect except at common endpoints.
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The question we consider is whether a DIG can be embedded so that its vertices obey the
location constraints imposed by the disks, and the embedding is planar. The main definitions
in this paper are those of obedience and a DOG:
I Definition 1. An embedding of a DIG is called disk-obedient if each vertex is contained in
its corresponding disk.
I Definition 2. A DIG is a disk-obedient graph (DOG) if it admits a planar disk-obedient
embedding.
We study computational complexity of the following problem:
Is the DIG a DOG?
That is, for a given DIG, we want to find out whether or not it has a planar, disk-obedient
embedding.

1.1

Motivation and Related Work

DIGs have been extensively studied in the literature due to their wide applications in a
variety of domains. In particular, in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the unit-disk graph
(UDG) has been the prevailing basic model for communication and sensing, and many
generalizations of the UDGs (civilized graphs [19], quasi-UDGs [21, 5, 14], Vietoris-Rips
complex [30, 13, 15], bisectored UDGs [27], etc.) have been introduced. The most natural
generalization is, of course, to disks of two radii (modeling, e.g., two types of communication
devices in the WSN or the asymmetry in sending/receiving range [12, 11]) or of arbitrary
sizes. Embedding DIGs in the plane (and/or finding a realization of a DIG) was viewed
as an important practical problem in WSN and ad hoc networks, because it translates the
network connectivity information into virtual coordinates [20] and can serve as the first step
in aiding topology extraction [18, 31], which may be subsequently used in geometric routing
algorithms (e.g., GOAFR [22] and GFG/GPSR [6]); a planar embedding may be preferred
since it provides the cleanest picture of the network.
In graph drawing and network visualization, minimizing crossings in the embedding is the
central investigated question. The problem in this paper is related to the so called Anchored
Planar Graph Drawing (AGD) (shown to be NP-hard in [1]): Given a planar graph G and
an initial placement for its vertices, produce a planar straight-line drawing of G such that
each vertex is at distance at most 1 from its original position. AGD was motivated by the
scenario in which the disks represent cities (disk sizes represent city sizes) and the graph
shows some relation between cities; in the drawing, it makes sense to keep a city vertex
inside the city. Our DIG/DOG problem is different from AGD since for us, the DIG G whose
planar disk-obedient drawing is sought, is fully defined by the disks (G is the DIG), while
in AGD, G can be an arbitrary planar graph given in the input in addition to the disks.
Moreover, [1] studied AGD only for non-overlapping disks (as observed in [1], if the disks
are allowed to overlap, AGD becomes as difficult as the long standing open problem of strip
planarity testing [2]; however, as also noted in [1], if the disks can have different radii and are
allowed to overlap, then AGD is trivially hard by reduction from planar drawing extension
[28]); for us, the disks must overlap, for otherwise the DOG recognition problem is void (G
is empty). Placing vertices inside the disks of a DIG disks to produce C-oriented planar
drawings of bounded-degree graphs was studied in [17]; however, the disks in [17] only touch
(no overlap), making crossings impossible.
Our particular motivation for introducing disk-obedience comes from dealing with data
uncertainty [7, 26, 25, 8, 24] which arises, e.g., due to objects moving (possibly with different
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and/or unknown speeds) from some last-known locations (starting possibly at different
and/or unknown times). It is often known which objects could currently be close to each
other (potential incidents / dog fights / airplanes in conflict / criminal activities), which
defines the DIG. Now, one wants to show this graph as clearly as possible, which means (by
GD tradition) to draw it without crossings.
Just for FUN, we experimented with turning our problem into a game of trying to embed
a given DIG in a planar disk-obedient way. The game can be programmed in interactive
geometry software like GeoGebra. Initial experience indicates no concrete reason why any of
the variants would not make for an engaging game that should totally become the next hit on
the iStore. It has been a FUN tradition to analyze computational hardness of various games,
and for once, our paper gives the computational complexity treatment to a game before the
game storms the market. We invite the reader to play with our simple sample instance at
http://tube.geogebra.org/m/BzVYK21A; it is not hard, but requires a tiny bit of thinking
outside the circle (at least a few 9-year-old testers have politely found it non-trivial).

1.2

Paper Outline

Section 2 gives initial observations on disk-obedience, proving that a shallow DIG (a DIG
with depth 2) is always a DOG. It follows that triangle-free DIGs are DOGs, i.e., that
triangles are the only problematic places around which a DIG may be disk-disobedient. This
motivates us to look more closely at triangles in DOGs. In Section 3 we show that in general,
for DIGs which may have triangles close to each other, testing disk-obedience is NP-hard. In
Section 4 we prove that for unit DIGs (i.e., DIGs for unit disks) having close-by triangles is
essential for the hardness: we define thin unit DIGs whose triangles are well separated, and
give a linear-time algorithm to recognize a thin unit DOG. The biggest question we leave
unsolved is the hardness of recognizing general unit DOGs, i.e., deciding whether a given
unit DIG is a DOG; we discuss it (and possible related positive results) in Section 5.

2

DIGs with Depth 2 are DOGs

We assume that our DIGs are connected. Of course, only planar graphs can have planar
disk-obedient embeddings. However, not all of them do, as Figure 1 shows. Define the depth
of a point in the plane as the maximum number of disks containing the point, and the depth
of a DIG as the maximum number of disks having a point in common. If a DIG has depth 5
or larger, it cannot be a DOG since K5 is not planar. Depth-3 DIGs may be DOGs (e.g., 3
disks that coincide) or not (as Fig. 1 shows); similarly, depth-4 DIGs may be DOGs (e.g., 4
disks that coincide) or not (just add a disk to Fig. 1 to create a depth-4 point – adding more
disks to a DIG that is not a DOG will not make a planar disk-obedient embedding possible).
I Observation 3. Depth-2 DIGs are DOGs.
Proof. Let D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn be an arrangement of disks with depth at most two, where Di
has center ci . Embed vertices of the DIG at the disk centers. Suppose edges c1 c3 and c2 c4
intersect at point x (Fig. 2), and suppose wlog that x lies in D1 and D4 . Let c1 a = D1 ∩ c1 c3
and c4 b = D4 ∩ c2 c4 . Since D1 and D3 intersect, a ∈ D3 and since D2 and D4 intersect
b ∈ D2 . Since c1 a and c4 b intersect at x, by the triangle inequality, |c1 b| + |c4 a| < |c1 a| + |c4 b|,
which implies either b ∈ D1 or a ∈ D4 and thus b or a is contained in three disks; a
contradiction.
J
I Corollary 4. DIGs without triangles are DOGs.
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Figure 1 An example of a planar DIG that
has no planar disk-obedient embedding.

3

Figure 2 Either a or b is in three disks.

Recognizing a DOG is Hard

In this section, we prove that deciding whether a DIG is a DOG is NP-hard. We reduce from
planar 3-SAT [23].
Let S be a planar 3-SAT formula. We can lay out its variable-clause graph in a planar
way. Globally speaking, we will emulate every edge leading from a variable to a clause
by a variable chain: a set of disks such that their DIG has exactly two possible planar
disk-obedient embeddings. One of these embeddings will encode the value true; the other
will encode the value false. Then, at each variable, we add a variable gadget: a configuration
of disks that ensures all chains belonging to the same variable have to be in the same state.
At each clause, we add a clause gadget: a configuration of disks that ensures at least one of
the three incident chains must be in the correct state (either true or false, depending on the
literal in the clause). Then, the entire configuration of disks will have a planar disk-obedient
embedding if and only if S can be satisfied.

Variable chains
A variable chain is a sequence of kissing unit disks (from now on called big disks), together
with a number of triples of disks (small disks) overlapping each kissing point, as shown in
Figure 3a. The embedding of the vertices corresponding to the big disks, together with the
edges connecting the vertices, will be called the variable path. The embedding of the vertices
corresponding to the small disks in a triple, together with the edges connecting the vertices,
will be called a small path. In a planar disk-obedient embedding a small path should not
intersect the variable path. This means that the whole small path will need to be embedded
either fully below or fully above the variable path. To be able to embed the small path below
(resp., above) the variable path, the variable path must have points of all three small disks
below (resp., above) the path. That is, the variable path must intersect either the top or
the bottom small disk of a triplet. Both are possible: see Figures 3b and 3c. Moreover, by
making the radii of the small disks sufficiently close to the radius of the big disks, we can
ensure that two neighbouring triples of small paths cannot be in opposite configurations
simultaneously. This way, the DIG of a variable chain will have exactly two distinct planar
disk-obedient embeddings.
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(c)

Figure 3 A variable chain and its two valid states.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 An alignment gadget and its two valid states.

Alignment gadgets
We use the variable alignment gadget to force all chains emanating from the same variable
to have the same value. In principle, the number of times a variable appears in a 3-SAT
instance is unlimited (though of course bounded by the number of clauses). We will not
attempt to design a generic gadget working for an arbitrary-degree variable, but instead
replace each variable vertex by a tree of degree-3 nodes and install the alignment gadget at
each node. This way, using multiple gadgets each aligning only three chains, we can align as
many chains as required.
To align three chains, we let the three big disks at the ends of the chains kiss. Centered on
this location, we add a claw consisting of four small disks. Figure 4a shows the configuration.
If all three chains are in the same state, then there exists a planar disk-obedient embedding of
the entire alignment gadget, as can be seen in Figures 4b and 4c. It can be seen by inspection
that in any other combination of states, there is no planar disk-obedient embedding.
The alignment gadget can also be used as an inverter to make the chain arrive at the
clause in the correct orientation (in the inverter, one of the three variable chains will end
without connecting to a clause).

Clause gadgets
Finally, we design
chains end, and we
the big disk in the
top of this, we add
Figure 5a.

clause gadgets for the clause vertices of S. In a clause, three variable
place them so that they all kiss a single clause disk of the same radius as
variable chains. The chains make an angle of 150◦ before they kiss. On
a number of much smaller disks (from now on, tiny disks), as depicted in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5 A clause gadget and a possible satisfied state.

The tiny disks essentially form walls that cannot be intersected by any edge in the solution
embedding. We place these walls in such a way that if a variable chain is in the wrong state,
the only way for the final variable disk to connect to the clause disk is if the vertex of the
clause disk is placed on a specific line (or, in fact, narrow cone) determined by the location of
the final vertex of the variable path and a gap in the wall. We generate three such lines—one
for each variable—and make sure the three lines do not pass through a common point. Now,
if at most two of the three variables are in the wrong state, we can still place the clause
vertex, but if all three are in the wrong state, this is no longer possible and there is no planar
disk-obedient embedding.
Thus, S can be satisfied if and only if there is a planar disk-obedient embedding, i.e., if
the DIG built from S is a DOG.

4

Recognizing Thin Unit DOGs is Easy

In this section, we study disk-obedience for unit DIGs (i.e. unit disk graphs). We prove that
(in accordance with common sense) if potential disk-disobedience spots are distant, each of
them can be handled separately.
We start by defining some terms used later in the section:
I Definition 5. The hippodrome H(A, B) of two intersecting disks A, B is the union of all
possible segments that could realize the edge AB (i.e., the convex hull of A ∪ B). Each of the
two connected components of the difference H(A, B) \ (A ∪ B) is called a delta and denoted
by ∆(A, B).
Suppose that vertices of a DOG are embedded at their disks centers, and (alas!) the
embedding is not planar. Recall from Section 2 that each crossing must involve a triangle (by
the proof of Observation 3, edges with endpoints in centers of depth-2 disks do not intersect).
Let abc be a triangle in the DOG; let A, B, C be the corresponding disks. If an edge pq of
the DOG intersects the edge ab, then the disks P and Q of p and q resp. are not too far from
A and B; in fact, they must be within some constant distance < 8 from the triangle (because
the hippodromes H(A, B) and H(P, Q) intersect, and a hippodrome has diameter < 4). But
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k

Figure 6 A schematic picture of a thin DOG. Our algorithm places green vertices at the disk
centers, and works on each red component independently.

in any DOG, the number of disks within a constant distance from any point cannot be too
large, or else a depth-5 point appears. Thus, there are only a constant number of disks
within distance k of the triangle for any constant k.
Before embedding the (potential) DOG, we color its disks red and green: the disks that
are closer than k to any triangle (including all the triangle disks themselves) are red, and the
others are green (the same color applies to both a disk and its vertex). Let monochromatic
edges inherit the color from their endpoints. Inspired by work on thin grids, suggesting that
problems on them tend to be easier than on general grids [3, 4], we define thin DIGs as
those composed from triangles connected by (longish) isolated paths such that far from the
triangles the different paths do not come close to each other. A path in a DIG is isolated
if the hippodrome of any adjacent disks A and B on the path may only intersect disks of
vertices adjacent to A or B.
I Definition 6. A DIG is thin if
the distance between any two triangles is larger than 3k (k = 16 suffices)
removal of all disks within distance k/2 of a triangle decomposes the graph into a set of
isolated paths.
I Definition 7. A thin DOG is a thin DIG admitting a planar disk-obedient embedding
(Fig. 6).
In what follows, we consider only connected thin DIGS, since a DIG is a DOG if and
only if its components are DOGs. The crucial properties of thin DIGs, following from the
definition, are that all green vertices have degree ≤ 2 and are adjacent to vertices (red or
green) of degree ≤ 2 (since they are far from any triangle); any pair of adjacent vertices that
are close (≤ 8) to a green vertex are part of an isolated path (thus their hippodrome does not
intersect the green disk or its adjacent disks unless they are part of the same path); and no
green vertex can be on a short cycle (length < k/2) in the DIG (otherwise the cycle would
be disconnected from the rest of the graph, since every vertex close to a green vertex has
degree ≤ 2).
Given a thin DIG, we check whether each red triangle and its red component is a DOG
and obtain a disk-obedient embedding for it. Since there is only a constant number of vertices
per red component (otherwise we know the red component is not a DOG), this can be done in
constant time (in an appropriate model of computation, like realRAM) – e.g., by formulating
DOG recognition as a mathematical program whose variables are the coordinates of the
vertices, and checking the program for feasibility. If no “local” red DOG can be found, this
certifies that the whole DIG is not a DOG either. Otherwise, if all red components are DOGs,
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b
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G2
a

x

g2

A
B

b

B

A

Figure 7 Left: If x ∈ A ∪ B, move a to x. Middle: The new edges are dotted and the new
location for a is the hollow circle. Right: x ∈ ∆(A, B), {g1 , g2 } ∩ (A ∪ B) = ∅: move g1 to x.

we claim that the whole DIG is also a DOG. To that end, we embed the green vertices at
their disk centers and resolve any edge intersections this might create. In what follows, we
consider the different cases depending on the colors of the endpoints of intersecting edges.
Note that all four of these endpoints cannot be red.
First, suppose there is a green edge g1 g2 that intersects an edge ab (a and b can be of
arbitrary colors); let G1 , G2 , A, B be the corresponding disks, and let x = g1 g2 ∩ ab be the
intersection point. Since g1 , g2 are at the disks centers, x ∈ G1 ∪ G2 . Consider the two cases
depending on where x is w.r.t. A ∪ B:
x ∈ A ∪ B: Then (G1 ∪G2 )∩(A∪B) 6= ∅, and hence there exists an edge (say, g1 a) between
a green vertex and one of a, b. We move a to x (Fig. 7, left), removing the intersection
and, since the new edges are sub-segments of the old, creating no new intersection.
x ∈ ∆(A, B): There are 2 subcases:
If one of the green centers is inside A ∪ B (say, g1 ∈ A), we rotate g1 a around g1 until a
has moved over g1 g2 (we initially keep |g1 a| fixed, i.e., moving a on the circular arc, but
if a gets onto the boundary of A, we move it along the boundary during the rotation);
ba rotates around b at the same time. There is no other edge that the rotated g1 a and
ba could intersect, for otherwise there is a triangle or a degree-3 disk (Fig. 7, middle).
Otherwise, either there is a degree-3 disk among G1 , G2 , A, B (a contradiction), or x
is in one of G1 , G2 , meaning that there is an edge between a green vertex and one
of a, b (say the edge is g1 a). In this case, we move g1 along g1 g2 to x to resolve the
intersection (Fig. 7, right).
Finally, suppose there is an intersection of a bichromatic edge gr with an edge ab. We
may assume that ab is a red edge r1 r2 , since the bichromatic case is more restrictive, meaning
that the location of a green vertex is at the center of its disk, while a red vertex may be
anywhere within its disk. Let G, R, R1 , R2 be the corresponding disks, and let x = gr ∩ r1 r2
be the intersection point.
We claim that at most one of gr1 , r1 r, rr2 , and gr2 exist. If two exist that share a vertex
(e.g., gr1 and r1 r), then they form a triangle with one of gr or r1 r2 (contradiction). If two
exist that do not share a vertex (e.g., gr1 and rr2 ), then they form a cycle with gr and r1 r2 ,
contradicting the no-short-cycle property.
Suppose G intersects R1 or R2 (say wlog R1 ) so gr1 is an edge in the DIG. If x ∈ G, we
can move g to x and eliminate the crossing (Fig. 8, left). This doesn’t introduce any new
crossings since the new edge segments are sub-segments of the old ones. (Note: Vertex g has
one edge to r1 and one to r; the first is replaced by xr1 and the second by xr, both of which
are sub-segments of the original drawing. Vertex g has no further adjacent edges.) Similarly,
if x ∈ R1 , we can move r1 to x to eliminate the crossing. If neither of these is true, we move
r1 to the intersection of gr with the boundary of R1 (Fig. 8, right).
Otherwise, suppose R intersects R1 or R2 (say wlog R1 ) so rr1 is an edge. As before, we
can eliminate the intersection if x ∈ R or x ∈ R1 (Fig. 9, left). If neither of these is true, we
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Figure 8 Edge gr1 is in DIG. Left: x ∈ G. The new location of g is the hollow circle. Right:
x 6∈ G ∪ R1 . The new location for r1 is the hollow circle.
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Figure 9 The fixes are dotted, the new locations for r are the hollow circles. Left: x ∈ R. Middle
and right: x ∈
/ R (r is shown already pulled onto ∂R).

move r back towards x along gr as much as possible, i.e., onto the boundary of R. We then
rotate gr around g, moving r along the boundary of R (again, no other edges can be in the
vicinity of the moved edges since that would imply a vertex with degree at least 3): if the
boundary of R intersects r1 r2 , then r is moved until it goes just over the intersection (Fig. 9,
middle); otherwise, r is moved until gr jumps over r1 (Fig. 9, right).
Finally, suppose none of the edges gr1 , r1 r, rr2 , and gr2 exist. The intersection x must
happen in a delta of R1 , R2 , with the segment r1 r2 “cutting off” a cap of R in which x lies
(Fig. 10). This implies that disk R intersects the hippodrome H(R1 , R2 ), which violates the
path-isolation property.

5

Discussion

We showed that in general recognizing DOGs is hard, but recognizing thin unit DOGs is easy.
Our hardness proof in Section 3 uses disks of different radii, and a natural question is how
hard it is to recognize a unit DOG (i.e., the complexity of deciding planar disk-obedience for
unit DIGs). We were not able to settle the complexity of the problem, and comment on it
here.
Some parts of our hardness construction can be done with unit disks. For instance, the
variable chains can be made to work with unit disks by carefully placing them (see our game
instance at http://tube.geogebra.org/m/BzVYK21A). Similarly, it is possible to create a
splitter gadget with unit disks. However, the clause gadget crucially relies on the abilities to
build “walls” of small disks, and while it is possible to grow these small disks significantly, it
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Figure 10 r ∈ R is inside the hippodrome H(R1 , R2 ), which violates path isolation.

appears not to be possible to make them the same size as the other disks. In principle, we
could potentially try to reduce from a different NP-hard version of SAT (not the standard
3SAT) to deciding disk-obedience for UDGs – Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem [29, 9] tells
which versions are hard; however, were not able to find a hard version whose true (and only
true) clauses could be encoded by DOGs.
As far as our positive result goes, we believe that our problem is fixed-parameter tractable
with the running time of the FPT algorithm depending on the ratio ρ of largest to smallest
radius of the disks. Indeed, the fact that it is enough to look only at a certain number k
of red vertices around each triangle is based on the packing argument (the disks that can
intersect a triangle edge must be close to the triangle, and if there are too many such disks,
they will define a point of high depth), which works for DIGs with arbitrary-radius disks
(k will be a function of ρ, of course). Similarly, the arguments about non-intersection of
the colorful edges (or about fixing the intersections) can be potentially adapted to apply to
different-size disks, thus possibly extending the whole algorithm to general DOGs.
Our problem can be naturally extended to shapes other than disks, defining the intersection
graph; for any class of shapes it may be asked whether a given -IG is a -OGs. For instance,
rectangle intersection graphs (RIGs) have also been studied earlier [10, 16] but the question
“Is the RIG a ROG?” has yet to be answered (even in its simplest form “Is the SIG a SOG?”
when the rectangles are squares). It could be interesting to see for which shapes the -IG/-OG
problem is polynomially solvable and also for which shapes the “shape-obedience game” is
fun to play.
Acknowledgements. We thank the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments. We
also thank Boris Klemz for noticing that our thin DIGs were not quite thin enough in an
earlier draft.
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